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a b s t r a c t This paper presents the implementation of the coarse-grained reconﬁgurable architecture (CGRA) DART with on-line error detection intended for increasing fault-tolerance. Most parts of the data paths and of the local memory of DART are protected using residue code modulo 3, whereas only the logic unit is protected using duplication with comparison. These low-cost hardware techniques would allow to tolerate temporary faults (including so called soft errors caused by radiation), provided that some technique based on re-execution of the last operation is used. Synthesis results obtained for a 90 nm CMOS technology have conﬁrmed signiﬁcant hardware and power consumption savings of the proposed approach over commonly used duplication with comparison. Introducing one extra pipeline stage in the self-checking version of the basic arithmetic blocks has allowed to signiﬁcantly reduce the delay overhead compared to our previous design. Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.



1. Introduction The increasing speed and performance requirements of multimedia processing and mobile telecommunication applications, coupled with the demands for ﬂexibility and low non-recurring engineering costs, have made reconﬁgurable hardware a very popular implementation technology. Today’s reconﬁgurable architectures enable partial and dynamic run-time self-reconﬁguration. This feature allows the substitution of parts of a hardware design implemented on reconﬁgurable hardware, so that a single device can be adapted to implement various functionalities actually demanded by simply uploading a new conﬁguration. Reconﬁgurable architectures can be classiﬁed depending on their granularity, e.g. the number of bits, which can be explicitly manipulated by the programmer. Most of ﬁne-grained architectures, whose the most widely used example are Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), allow a bit-level manipulation of data. Coarse-grained reconﬁgurable architectures (CGRAs) provide oper⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 3 83 68 41 50; fax: +33 3 83 68 41 53. E-mail addresses: [email protected] (S.M.A.H. Jafri), [email protected] (S.J. Piestrak), [email protected] (O. Sentieys), Sebastien.Pillement@ univ-nantes.fr (S. Pillement). 1 His research was done when he was at INRIA Lab., F-22300 Lannion, France, on leave from Univ. of Metz, F-57070 Metz, France. 2 His research was done when he was with University of Rennes 1/IRISA/INRIA, CAIRN Res. Team, 6 rue de Kérampont, F-22300 Lannion, France. 0141-9331/$ - see front matter Ó 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.micpro.2013.12.004



ator-level conﬁgurable functional blocks, word-level data paths, and powerful and very area-efﬁcient data path routing switches. Compared to ﬁne-grained architectures, CGRAs enjoy massive reduction of conﬁguration memory and conﬁguration time, as well as considerable reduction in routing and placement allocation. All this also results in a potential reduction of the total energy consumed per computation, though at the cost of a loss in ﬂexibility compared to bit-level operations. The most recent surveys covering various design and implementation aspects of reconﬁgurable architectures can be found in [1–4]. Recently, a large variety of CGRAs (which are of our interest here) have been proposed: Morphosys [5], Raw [6], PACT XPP [7], DART [8–10], Multimedia Oriented Reconﬁgurable Array (MORA) [11], SmartCell [12], and a few others [4,13–16]. With the progress in the processing technology, the size of the semiconductor devices is shrinking rapidly, which offers many advantages like low power consumption, low manufacturing costs, and ability to make hand held devices. However, shrinking feature sizes and decreasing node capacitance, the increase of the operating frequency, and the power supply reduction affect the noise margins and amplify susceptibility to transient faults. In particular, the soft error rate induced by cosmic neutron interactions in commercial electronic devices at ground level has become an issue for a long time [17]. A particle can hit directly a memory element and ﬂip its logic state (which is called a single event upset (SEU)) or hit a combinational logic and trigger temporary perturbation resulting
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from the collection of radiation-induced charge, called single event transient. As the operating voltage of the devices and the nodes’ capacitances decrease, the probability of a small transient current being interpreted erroneously as a valid signal also increases. A single event transient, if propagated and latched into a memory element as incorrect data, will also lead to a SEU. All these temporary faults are commonly called soft errors because the circuit/device itself is not permanently damaged – if new data are written, the device will store it correctly. To note also that electronic systems implemented with nanotechnologies are expected to experience even higher fault rates related to manufacturing as well as to ageing, thermal effects, etc. [18–20]. The use of reconﬁgurable hardware in critical applications like aircrafts, space missions and transaction systems is increasing rapidly. Temporary faults caused by radiation may result in fatal silent data corruption and unreproducible system crashes. Because it is virtually impossible to build devices which are free from faults, it is essential to embed some sort of fault-tolerance in such devices, which will enable them to work correctly even in the presence of faults. Since the past decade, a lot of research has been done to develop fault-tolerant reconﬁgurable systems on various granularity levels, although most of them have dealt with the lowest level such as offered by FPGAs [21,22]. In general, the capabilities of such systems should include on-line error detection during system operation, very fast fault location, quick recovery from temporary failures, and fast permanent-fault repair through reconﬁguration. This article is organised as follows. In Section 2, a survey of existing fault-tolerant CGRAs is presented. In Section 3, after a brief presentation of the fault and error model assumed here and discussion of various on-line error-detecting techniques, the properties of the residue modulo 3 codes and all supporting circuitry are detailed. In Section 4, ﬁrst, some basic concepts of the DART architecture and its data path units are detailed; then, the selfchecking versions of the basic functional units of the reconﬁgurable data paths of the DART architecture, predominantly based on residue codes modulo 3, are proposed. In Section 5, the area and power consumption overhead are evaluated for various designs synthesised for a TSMC 90 nm technology. Finally, in Section 6, we summarise our contributions and suggest directions for future research.



2. Related work Most of reconﬁgurable architectures are built using a number of identical blocks. Therefore, it is not surprising that some sort of hardware redundancy, which relies on replication of a block to be protected from faults, has been the most widely used. Two basic hardware redundancy methods for providing fault-tolerance are: (i) duplication with comparison (DWC) for detecting faults and (ii) triple modular redundancy (TMR) with voters for masking faults. In DWC, the original module is replicated twice and the results produced by the original and the replicated modules are compared to detect faults. Once an error is detected, a few attempts are made to repeat the last operation in a hope that the error was due to temporary fault and, in case of failure, a permanent fault is declared. In TMR, the original module is replicated thrice and a majority 2-out-of-3 voter decides the correct output. In summary, DWC allows to tolerate only temporary faults (provided that DWC is supported by re-execution) whereas TMR allows to tolerate directly both temporary and permanent faults. TMR has been the basic technique used in FPGAs, because hardware parts protected by voters can be implemented using look-up tables in any part of the device and as many as necessary [21]. Only relatively few works can be found on designing fault-tolerant CGRAs [23–29]. In [23], the authors propose fault-tolerance
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enhancements of the multi-core tiled Raw architecture from [6], which can be fully implemented in software, without any changes to the architecture, and transparent to the user. The combination of software techniques used includes selective replication of the code run on two different tiles, selective duplication of some instructions of the code, either accompanied by program breakpoints allowing detecting errors by comparing corresponding states. Fault-tolerance is achieved by using application-based incremental checkpointing and restart as well as temporal triple modular redundancy (TMR) (applied to input and output parts). In [24], the fault-tolerant CGRA built using a specially designed autonomous repair cell is proposed. A combination of error correcting codes with time redundancy is used to handle conﬁguration upsets within each cell. Unfortunately, transient faults in other parts of the cell are not considered, assuming that some ‘‘conventional fault-tolerant techniques can be applied to those parts’’. The fault-tolerant CGRA schemes proposed in [25,28] offer ﬂexible reliability levels: depending on needs triplication, duplication or no redundancy is used. The scheme of [25] is an array of clusters, each cluster composed of four cells. Four operation modes with different reliability levels can be selected for each cluster. TMR with the possibility of hot-swapping of a spare cell, duplication with comparison (DWC), single modular with single context, and single modular with multicontext. Clusters are implemented separately containing either arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) or multipliers protected using parity code. The comparison of the proposed architecture with that of a basic architecture containing minimum hardware, capable to perform dynamic reconﬁguration similar to the proposed architecture but without fault-tolerance features, reveals the area overhead of 26.6%. The fault-tolerant version of the CGRA from [13] presented in [28], implements three reliability levels (TMR, DWC, unprotected). It exploits the conditional execution mechanism already existing in its non-protected version of [13]. The advantage of this approach is little hardware overhead, because voting and comparison are implemented by suitable programming of some standard processing elements, which however limits resources available for useful computations. In [26], a new reconﬁgurable cell array, speciﬁcally designed for fault-tolerance, was proposed. This work concentrates on automatic routing mechanisms allowing for reconﬁguration of the cell array in case of faults of basic cells, without the aid of external software or hardware. This is the ﬁrst reported CGRA wherein the (permanent) faults of the elementary cell are detected using a combination of DWC and parity code, but no circuit details and complexity evaluation have been given. Recently, the radiation-hardened version of the MORA architecture from [11] (built for media processing as a 2-dimensional array of complete 8-bit processing elements), capable of tolerating temporary errors, was proposed in [27]. However, the errors are detected using a circuit-level (transistor-level) technique derived from code word state preserving (CWSP) elements proposed in [30] and detailed in [31]. This inexpensive technique essentially relies on duplication of registers which keep the current and the previous state of computation. Once an error is detected by the disagreement detector(s), the last instruction is rolled back, and the system can recover from temporary errors, provided that their time duration is not too long. Generally, although the circuit-level techniques offer lower area, time, and power overhead, their effectiveness is susceptible to random process variation, hence they should be accompanied by some higher level fault detection techniques as well. In summary, most published fault-tolerant CGRAs are based on duplication or triplication of resources. On one hand, they are relatively simple and easy to implement, especially in regular reconﬁgurable structures. On the other hand, they require a massive amount of spare cells – respectively over 100% and 200% hard-
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ware overhead for DWC and TMR, which could be prohibitive e.g. in low-power applications. Therefore, some other less costly fault-tolerant techniques, applicable for reconﬁgurable architectures, seem also worth of consideration. A viable less expensive alternative to hardware redundancy aimed at detecting computation errors seems using some other on-line error-detecting techniques, e.g. based on using error-detecting codes (like parity codes, residue codes, Berger codes, etc.) and implementing circuits as self-checking [32], supported by some form of time redundancy for error recovery, once an error is detected. As far as we know, the only detailed presentation of self-checking circuitry for CGRAs using error-detecting codes, less costly than commonly used DWC and TMR, was presented by us in [29] for the DART CGRA from [8–10]. Initially, the main design goal of the DART architecture was to obtain a low-power consumption reconﬁgurable system with high processing capabilities, although without taking into account any fault-tolerant features. However, growing number of applications of reconﬁgurable systems requiring at least the minimum of protection against undetected errors has motivated us to study its version with low-cost reliability enhancements and then experimentally validate the feasibility of using low-cost techniques such as error-detecting codes for designing CGRAs fault-tolerant w.r.t. temporary faults. In [29], we have presented our ﬁrst attempt to design self-checking versions of the basic arithmetic blocks of the reconﬁgurable data path unit of DART. Unfortunately, the evaluation of the area and time redundancy of the blocks proposed has revealed relatively large hardware overhead and, more importantly, excessive delay increase on the critical paths introduced by the residue generators mod 3. In this paper, we will present signiﬁcantly improved and corrected versions of the designs from [29], with the main focus on reducing delay penalty. In particular, better sharing of some blocks is suggested and the delay overhead incurred by the self-checking implementations of the M/A and ALU units was practically eliminated by introducing one extra pipeline stage. Compared to [29], all circuitry was synthesised in a more advanced 90 nm technology and power consumption estimations are also included now. To note that we have proposed recently the error recovery scheme for the self-checking DART architecture, based on the instruction retry [33]. The basic aspects of the latter scheme are independent on the actual on-line error-detecting technique used, so that it could be applied to the scheme proposed here as well. 3. On-line error-detecting techniques and design of supporting circuitry In this section, we will ﬁrst brieﬂy present the fault and error model used here. Then, we will discuss feasibility of using various on-line error-detecting techniques to protect the basic data path arithmetic blocks like ALUs and multipliers. Finally, we will detail the properties of residue modulo 3 codes and logic schemes of all supporting circuitry needed later. 3.1. Fault and error model Temporary faults, if undetected, may result in data corruption or system failure. They may affect reconﬁgurable systems in two essentially different ways: (i) they may directly corrupt computation results, or (ii) they may induce changes to conﬁguration memory, that can cause changes in the functionality and performance of the device [17,21,22]. Because in either case the cause of the failure is actually transient, some time redundancy approach could be adapted, provided that the system is equipped with some means to detect errors. Computation errors, once detected (e.g. by using error-detecting codes), can be corrected by re-execution of the last



operation. In case of conﬁguration errors, scrubbing can be used to restore the original functionality. In case of permanent faults, after the faulty elements are located—either computing or routing resources—they must be excluded and replaced by fault-free resources. Similarly to other works on fault-tolerant CGRAs, single temporary faults affecting data paths, which are the most likely to occur, are of our primary concern. Nevertheless, all on-line error detection techniques considered here are actually capable of detecting errors caused by single permanent stuck-at faults as well. Once an error is detected, a CGRA system can attempt to repeat the last operation a few times in a hope that the error was due to a temporary fault. Should this error recovery be successful, the CGRA can resume correct functioning, thus achieving fault-tolerance of the CGRA w.r.t. temporary faults. (An interested reader can ﬁnd a complete error recovery scheme based on the instruction retry, developed by us speciﬁcally for the self-checking DART architecture in [33].) In case of error recovery failure, a permanent fault is declared and the CGRA must be reconﬁgured to replace a faulty block with a good one, provided that some hardware/software support is available; however, these issues are beyond the scope of this paper. Finally, it is worth to reveal some more details regarding the error coverage of all on-line error detection techniques considered here. Although all of them are equivalent in the sense that each of them detects all single bit errors, actually, they are capable of detecting a larger well-deﬁned class of errors. In particular, besides single errors: (i) the simple parity code detects also all errors of odd multiplicity; (ii) the DWC detects arbitrary multiple errors caused by arbitrary faults, that occur in only one of two duplicated blocks; and (iii) the residue code mod 3 detects also all multiple errors whose arithmetic value is not a multiple of 3. Some more explanations will be given in subsections below. 3.2. On-line error-detecting techniques for data paths The data paths of the DART CGRA, which will be considered here, contain two different types of functional units: (i) a multiplication/addition (M/A) unit and (ii) an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU). Using a simple hardware redundancy method like DWC to protect them along with the local data memory units against undetected errors would be too expensive (over 100% hardware overhead). That is why we have considered here the possibility of using some alternative on-line error-detecting techniques which would potentially involve less hardware overhead, those based on using systematic error-detecting codes like parity checking and arithmetic residue modulo (mod) A codes. A simple parity code requires just one additional bit and is capable of detecting not only all simple errors but also all multiple errors of odd multiplicity. It has been used to protect various circuits (including arithmetic circuits) against errors resulting from single bit faults. However, arithmetic circuits generate carry propagation signals which, even in the presence of simple stuck-at faults, could produce multiple errors undetectable by the parity code, unless special care is taken to design carry propagation circuitry. Various aspects of designing self-checking adders and ALUs protected using parity code were presented in [34] and self-checking multipliers protected using parity and residue codes in [35,36]. The area overhead for parity protected ALUs and multipliers was shown to be about 40% and in the range from over 34% to about 48%, respectively. The major drawback of all parity-based self-checking arithmetic circuits is that the whole circuitry must be completely redesigned to include parity prediction, while respecting some limitations allowing to avoid that some single faults would produce multiple errors of even multiplicity (undetectable by simple parity code). The latter problem is largely avoided while using residue codes mod A which are separable, i.e., which only require to add
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to the basic arithmetic circuit an independent (separable) circuit executing the same operation mod A in parallel, which is signiﬁcantly less complex than the basic one (detailed later in Fig. 1). As for self-checking multipliers protected using residue codes, the relative area overhead quickly decreases rapidly with the size of input operands, because the size of the checking circuit remains constant. In the designs evaluated in [36], it is assumed that parity is the basic code used to protect the data path, whereas the residue code is used only to protect the multiplier. Unfortunately, such a design involves signiﬁcantly more overhead than in the data path protected using exclusively the residue code, because the former uses two extra residue generators to generate residue check parts for the pair of input operands and one extra parity generator for the output result. To note also that in recent years, residue codes mod 3 have been used to protect against undetected errors arithmetic circuits of the commercial microprocessors: Fujitsu SPARC64 microprocessor (residue code mod 3) [37] and IBM Power6 microprocessor (simultaneously residue codes mod 3 and mod 5) [38]. Taking all the above into account, we have opted to use the least costly residue mod 3 code for protecting not only arithmetic units (multiplication and addition units) but the small local memory as well, to avoid extra check bit generators, checkers, and converters. As for checking logical operations, the fundamental (negative) results were established by Peterson and Rabin [39] in 1959. They have shown that if the logic unit executes at least one non-linear logical operation (NOT and XOR are examples of linear logical operations, whereas OR and AND are examples of non-linear logic operations), then it must use some form of duplication to detect all errors due to single stuck-at faults. Duplicated logical operations can be performed using logic shared e.g. with the adder circuitry [40,34]. The other possibility occurs when the operands are accompanied by check parts of some error-detecting code and one logical operation like AND is protected by duplication, so that the check part of the result can be obtained. Then, the check parts of the other operations (like OR) can be generated using potentially simpler circuitry by taking advantage of some arithmetic identities which hold for the operands and their check parts as well. The detailed discussion of the error coding techniques available for logical operations can be found in Ch. 6 of [41]. Unfortunately, both the above mentioned solutions have serious drawbacks: the former solution would require to modify the adder which was already optimised for low power consumption, whereas the latter requires some switching circuitry which could easily be more costly than
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duplication. That is why we have decided to implement logical operations using a stand alone unit, protected using DWC. 3.3. Properties of the residue mod 3 code The residue mod 3 code enjoys the following advantages which have made it the code of our choice.  It provides protection against all single bit arithmetic errors (the erroneous computation result differs from the correct one by 2i ). To note, however, that it is actually capable also to detect all multiple errors which do not accumulate to a multiple of the check base A ¼ 3, i.e., whose arithmetic values are not equal to 3  2k ; k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . ..  It requires only two additional check bits throughout the data path: for an integer X, its check part jXj3 ; X modulo (mod) 3, is the remainder of the integer division of X by 3.  It is not only a systematic code (like parity) but also a separable code (unlike parity): the check part of the result is generated exclusively from the check parts of the input operands, i.e. separately from the input operands themselves (it can be noticed by inspection of Fig. 1). The advantage of any separable code is that the main arithmetic circuit virtually does not have to be modiﬁed to incorporate error checking.  The residue mod 3 of an entire word equals the sum of the residues mod 3 of all parts of the word, arbitrarily partitioned: this property is crucial while taking into account the peculiarities of the DART architecture allowing for words of varying sizes of 8, 16, 32, and 40 bits. Fig. 1 shows the general scheme of a self-checking arithmetic circuit protected using the residue code mod A, which works as follows. Two operands X; Y occur on the inputs of the circuit accompanied by jXjA ; jYjA —their check parts mod A. The same arithmetic operation H 2 fþ; ; g is executed separately and in parallel on input operands and their check parts, to produce the result Z ¼ XHY as well as the check part of the result jZjA ¼ jXjA HjYjA A . From the result Z is generated independently the check part jZjA , which is used as the reference value for the comparator of check parts. Any fault in the arithmetic circuit or the residue generator mod A may inﬂuence only the value of jZjA . Similarly, any fault in the arithmetic circuit mod A may inﬂuence only the value of jZjA . Therefore, assuming that no single fault in any of three blocks



Fig. 1. General scheme of a self-checking arithmetic circuit protected using the residue code mod A.
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(arithmetic circuit, arithmetic circuit mod A, and residue generator mod A) produces an error whose arithmetic value is a multiple of A, any such an error would result in a disagreement jZjA – jZjA indicated by the comparator. Henceforth, we assume that A ¼ 3. Let C ¼ ðc1 c0 Þ denote the residue check part mod 3. Basically, C should assume only three binary combinations (0 0), (0 1), and (1 0) corresponding to three legitimate decimal values 0, 1, and 2 (in such a case, (1 1) corresponding to 3 is not a legitimate value, despite that j3j3 ¼ 0). Nevertheless, to simplify circuitry of all residue mod 3 arithmetic blocks used here (residue generators, adders, subtractors, and multipliers), we assume that they all use the double representation of 0, i.e., there are two valid binary encodings of 0: (0 0) and (1 1). The double representation of 0 has two important properties: (i) it does not involve any extra check bits, because the extra representation of 0 still ﬁts on two bits; and (ii) for any check part C, the negative value of jCj3 mod 3, denoted jCj3 , can be obtained by simple bit-by-bit complement of C, i.e., C ¼ ðc1 c0 Þ. The only minor concern with the double representation of 0 is the comparator of check parts, which should recognise two check parts (0 0) and (1 1) as identical. 3.4. Basic arithmetic circuits mod 3



Because three word sizes are used in the DART architecture (detailed in Section 4.1), we will need to generate suitable check parts by residue mod 3 generators with 8, 16, and 32 inputs. To obtain a scalable structure allowing for hardware sharing, we have designed the basic 8-input residue mod 3 generator and then combined respectively two and four 8-input generators to make 16- and 32-input generators. To convey a reader with some details, Fig. 2 shows the modular structure of the 16-input residue mod 3 generator built of two 8-input circuits (each composed of 6 FAs in 4 stages), followed by the 4-input residue mod 3 generator (which is also nothing else but the mod 3 adder), designed according to [42]. The 32-input generator residue mod 3 can be built in two stages using four 8-input generators followed by one 8-input generator. 3.4.2. Adder and subtractor mod 3 Let jXj3 ¼ ðx1 x0 Þ and jYj3 ¼ ðy1 y0 Þ denote two residues mod 3. The structure of the residue mod 3 adder jXj3 þ jYj3 3 can be found on the bottom of Fig. 2. To perform subtraction mod 3, the bits of the operand jYj3 to be subtracted are inverted and added mod 3 using the mod 3 adder, i.e., jXj3  jYj3 3 ¼ jXj3 þ jYj3 . The schemes of the subtractor 3 mod 3 that realises jXj3  jYj3 3 and of the adder/subtractor mod 3 jXj  jYj controlled by the signal ADD=SUB are shown in 3



Here, we will detail all basic arithmetic circuits needed to build a self-checking version of the reconﬁgurable data path unit of the DART architecture, protected by residue mod 3 checking. 3.4.1. Residue mod 3 generator For an integer X ¼ ðxn1 . . . x1 x0 Þ – an operand to be protected against arithmetic errors – a residue mod 3 generator calculates the check part C ¼ ðc1 c0 Þ ¼ jXj3 which is the remainder of the integer division of X by 3. The most efﬁcient residue generators mod 3 can be designed according to the methods from [42,43], which both offer highly regular structures, using only one or a few basic blocks. One of two basic versions of an n-input residue generator mod 3, designed according to the methods from [42], can be built using n  2 full adders (FAs) with a total of dn=2e þ n  3 signals inverted (see Fig. 2). Amongst several versions of an n-input residue generator mod 3 proposed in [43], one can be built using dn=2e  1 identical 4-input modules.



3 3



Fig. 3(A) and (B), respectively. 3.4.3. Residue multiplier mod 3 The residue multiplier mod 3 jZj3 ¼ jXj3  jYj3 3 ¼ ðz1 z0 Þ is a part of the M/A circuit mod 3 needed by the self-checking M/A unit. The functions of the adder mod 3 are as before. The output of one of these two circuits is selected by the MUX controlled by the M/A control signal. It is easy to ﬁnd out that by appropriately assigning the do-not-care conditions X, the residue multiplier mod 3 using double representation of 0 realises the minimised functions



z1 ¼ x0 y1 þ x1 y0 z0 ¼ x0 y0 þ x1 y1



ð1Þ ð2Þ



according to the truth table detailed as Table 1. The whole M/A circuit mod 3 is shown in Fig. 4. 3.4.4. Comparator of residue numbers mod 3 The comparator of residue numbers mod 3 must take into account the double representation of 0, i.e. the equivalence of (0 0) and (1 1). Let ðx1 x0 Þ and ðy1 y0 Þ be two residues mod 3 assuming all four combinations and c its output signal (c ¼ 0 if two inputs are equal, and c ¼ 1 if two inputs disagree). Such a comparator realises the function



1 y0 Þ þ ðx1 x0 Þðy1 y  0 Þ þ ðy 1 y0 Þðx1 x0 Þ þ ðy1 y 0 Þðx1 x0 Þ c ¼ ðx1 x0 Þðy     ¼ ðy1 y0 Þ  ðx1 x0 Þ þ ðy1 y0 Þ  ðx1 x0 Þ according to the truth table detailed as Table 2.



(A)



Fig. 2. 16-Bit residue mod 3 generator from [42].



(B)



Fig. 3. (A) Subtractor mod 3; (B) adder/subtractor mod 3.
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y1 y0



z1 z0



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1



0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1



0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1



0 0 0 0 0a 1 0 1a 0a 0 1 1a 0a 1a 1a 1a



Fig. 4. M/A circuit mod 3.



All four above characteristics were met by DART, a dynamically reconﬁgurable coarse-grained architecture developed at IRISA [8–10]. On the other hand, the hardware efﬁciency of residue codes mod 3 to build complex arithmetic blocks and small size of local memory blocks (residue code mod 3 requires to store two check bits instead of one bit required by the parity code) has prompted us to keep the uniform encoding method for the entire structure, so that no conversion due to using different coding schemes would be needed. The self-checking blocks proposed here could trigger error detection signals which could immediately halt the system operation. Should the detected fault be of temporary nature, simple retry would allow to recover from errors and hence to tolerate these faults. Recall that the complete error recovery system for the reconﬁgurable data path unit of DART was proposed elsewhere [33]. In this section, we will ﬁrst present the basics of the DART architecture, and then the details of self-checking versions of the basic blocks of its data paths, protected against undetected errors using mostly the residue code mod 3. 4.1. DART architecture



Table 2 Truth table of the comparator of residue numbers mod 3 using double representation of 0. x1 x0



y1 y0



c



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1



0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1



0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0



0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1



and potential advantages, like less hardware overhead than DWC and obviously TMR. On one hand, to propose and study the effects of architectural modiﬁcations for fault-tolerance, amongst a variety of known CGRAs we were looking for a CGRA with the following four characteristics: 1. its architecture should be general enough, so that the architectural modiﬁcations proposed for it can be easily migrated to other architectures; 2. it should be practical, so that some other architectures could follow the same design; 3. its architecture should be simple enough to support commonly used fault-tolerance methods; and 4. we should have available complete information about its architecture, so that we could evaluate the redundancy imposed by techniques suggested by us.



a Corresponds to any input combination resulting in output 0 which was conveniently encoded (0 0) or (1 1).



0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
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The overall architecture of a single DART cluster is shown in Fig. 5. Broadly, the architecture of DART can be divided into four different parts: (i) conﬁguration unit, (ii) data memory (one block of 16 K 32-bit words for each cluster), (iii) six reconﬁgurable data path (RDP) units, and (iv) interconnection network. Because we are looking at the DART structure speciﬁcally from the point of incorporating fault-tolerance in it, we will present a detailed description of the reconﬁgurable data path (RDP) unit followed by a brief discussion of the other parts.



4. DART architecture with on-line error detection The primary goal of this work was to study the possibility of online detection of errors caused by temporary faults in the data paths of a CGRA, which would be protected by other means than DWC, and obtaining some ﬁgures of merit, to show their efﬁciency



Fig. 5. Architecture of a DART cluster [10].
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4.1.1. Reconﬁgurable data path (RDP) A cluster of the DART architecture contains six dynamically reconﬁgurable data path (RDP) units in which the main processing of data is done. As shown in Fig. 6, each reconﬁgurable data path unit contains four functional units (FU), four address generators each associated to a block of local data memory stocking data manipulated within a given reconﬁgurable data path unit (256 32-bit words), two registers, and a multi-bus network. It is seen that two different types of FUs are present in a reconﬁgurable data path unit: (i) an M/A unit, and (ii) an ALU. Each FU has the possibility to perform sub-word parallelism (SWP) on the input data (for instance, 16- and 8-bit data are typical sizes used for video and audio coding [44]). Besides four FUs, a reconﬁgurable data path unit contains two separate registers allowing for delayed data sharing in data-ﬂow oriented applications using different FUs. Each reconﬁgurable data path unit requires: (i) 34 conﬁguration bits to specify the type of executed operation, the size of data, and the possibility of clock disconnection for unused FUs (to reduce power consumption); and (ii) 88 conﬁguration bits of the interconnection network (which allows for data sharing and which can be optimised for every computation pattern). Each DART cluster requires a total of 772 conﬁguration bits, including 40 conﬁguration bits of the segmented interconnection network connecting six reconﬁgurable data path units.



4.1.2. Multiplication/addition (M/A) unit Recall that the whole DART architecture was designed for low power consumption. In particular, the internal structures of all its basic blocks (including the multiplication/addition (M/A) unit and ALU) were chosen to allow for sharing their internal parts to execute operations on 8- and 16-bit operands and were synthesised by the CAD tools with the highest priority explicitly set to optimise low power consumption. The M/A unit, shown in Fig. 7, contains one 16-bit and two 8-bit multipliers and adders, and its operation is summarised in Table 3. Basically, the input to the M/ A unit are two 16-bit words and the output is one 32-bit word. However, the actual size and format of input and output data depend on the SWP signal which indicates whether the operation selected by the M/A signal is to be performed on 16- or 8-bit data (SWP = 0 and SWP = 1, respectively). In particular, for SWP = 1 the operation is performed on 8-bit data and the received inputs are actually four different operands: the 8 most signiﬁcant bits (MSBs) of the received input words are sent to one of two 8-bit M/A units whereas the 8 least signiﬁcant bits (LSBs) of the received inputs are sent to the other M/A unit, each producing a 16-bit result.



Fig. 7. Multiplication/addition (M/A) unit of DART [10].



4.1.3. Arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) Fig. 8 shows the ALU which is actually composed of a pair of separate arithmetic and logic units. Basically, the arithmetic unit receives two 32-bit operands and produces a 32-bit result, but it can also operate on 40 bits for accumulation operation. Tables 4 and 5 show how the operation of the arithmetic unit is controlled by two signals CD_ALU and CD_SIMD_ALU, respectively. As for the logic unit, it receives and produces 32-bit data and, depending on the 2-bit control signal CD_OP (speciﬁed in the parentheses), executes four logic operations: AND (0 0), OR (0 1), XOR (1 0), and NOT (1 1). The data can reach the reconﬁgurable data path units by two methods: (i) from an I/O device using FIFO and (ii) from the data memory, as shown in Fig. 5. Each word of the data memory is 32-bit wide. If the data are to be provided to the M/A unit which requires 16-bit operands, its 16 LSBs are truncated. The DART architecture contains a hierarchical network for communication.



Fig. 6. Architecture of a dynamically reconﬁgurable data path (RDP) unit [10].
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M/A



Operation



0 0 1 1



0 1 0 1



Multiplication of two 16-bit operands Addition of two 16-bit operands Separate multiplication of 8 LSBs and 8 MSBs of two operands Separate addition of 8 LSBs and 8 MSBs of two operands



Fig. 8. Arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) of DART [10]. Table 4 ALU operations controlled by CD_ALU/CD. CD_ALU



Operation



000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111



Addition Addition with saturation Subtraction Subtraction with saturation Minimum operation Maximum operation Absolute Logic operations



The functional units within the reconﬁgurable data paths communicate by using a multi-bus network, whereas the communication between different reconﬁgurable data paths and data memories is done by using a segmented network. Some other details of these networks and other parts of the DART architecture, which seem irrelevant for this research, can be found in [8–10]. 4.2. Design of self-checking functional units of DART In this section, we will present self-checking implementations of two types of functional units which are the main building blocks of the reconﬁgurable data path (RDP) unit of Fig. 6: (i) self-checking multiplication/addition (M/A) unit (whose two instances apTable 5 ALU operations controlled by CD_SIMD_ALU. CD_SIMD_ALU



Functionality



00 01 10



40-bit operation 32-bit operation 16-bit operation by adding 16-LSBs of operands and 16-MSBs of the operands 16-bit operation by adding 16-LSBs of each operand with its MSBs



11
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pear as FU1 and FU2) protected using residue code modulo 3, and (ii) arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) (whose two instances appear as FU3 and FU4) in which arithmetic operations are protected using residue code modulo 3 and logical operations are protected using DWC. An enhanced version of the reconﬁgurable data path unit obtained by replacing all its functional units with their self-checking counterparts and its internal buses and data memory protected with residue mod 3, will be called a self-checking reconﬁgurable data path. 4.2.1. Self-checking M/A unit The M/A unit (simple or self-checking) executes the operation XHY ¼ Z (H 2 f; þg) selected by the control signal M=A (not shown): multiplication—if M=A ¼ 0, and addition—if M=A ¼ 1. Its self-checking version with all operands protected using residue code mod 3, shown in Fig. 9, composed of the basic part on the left side and the added residue checking part on the right side, works as follows. Two 16-bit input operands X and Y are accompanied by their residue mod 3 check parts jXj3 and jYj3 which are read from the local memory. The control signal SWP allows to execute the operation preselected by M=A on 16-bit input operands (SWP = 0) or on pairs of 8-bit input operands (SWP = 1). In the latter case, the input operands X and Y are split into pairs of 8-bit parts X H ; X L and Y H ; Y L , where the indices H and L respectively denote the upper and the lower half of the operand. The results of the operation H executed on 8-bit operands are: X H HY H ¼ Z H8 and X L HY L ¼ Z L8 . Recall that for SWP = 1, although X and Y actually represent a pair of two 8-bit input operands, each of the concatenated vectors X ¼ ðX H X L Þ and Y ¼ ðY H Y L Þ has a unique check part jXj3 and jYj3 . Therefore, the residue check parts of four 8-bit operands jX H j3 ; jX L j3 ; jY H j3 , and jY L j3 are obtained in the following way. jX H j3 and jY H j3 are generated directly by a pair of 8-input residue generators. Although the check parts jX L j3 and jY L j3 could also be generated using two other 8-input residue generators, signiﬁcantly less costly is to use a pair of subtractors mod 3 by taking advantage of the following equations



jX L j3 ¼ jXj3  jX H j3 3 jY L j ¼ jYj  jY H j 3



3



3 3



ð5Þ ð6Þ



To note that these subtractors do not occur on the critical path of the second stage of the pipeline. The ﬁnal result is either Z ¼ XHY (for SWP = 0) or the concatenation of two vectors Z H8 ¼ X H HY H and Z L8 ¼ X L HY L (for SWP = 1). Its unique check part jZj3 is generated ﬁrst by two 16-input residue generators mod 3 generating the check parts jZ H j3 and jZ L j3 which are added mod 3 to obtain the ﬁnal check part jZj3 of the 32-bit result. The latter is veriﬁed for correctness as follows. For SWP = 0, jZj3 is compared by Comparator 1 against the check part jZ  j3 ¼ jXj3 HjYj3 obtained by executing the same operation H as the 16-bit M/A unit selected by the signal M=A but executed mod 3 on the check parts of the input operands jXj3 and jYj3 selected by MUX 4. On the other hand, for SWP = 1, the results of two operations on 8-bit operands are checked independently: once obtained as jZ H j3 and jZ L j3 by the same 16-input residue generators mod 3 as above, and alternatively obtained as jZ  j3 ¼ jX L j3 HjY L j3 . Then, Comparator 1 veriﬁes whether jZ L j3 ¼ jZ  j3 , whereas Comparator 2 veriﬁes whether jZ H j3 ¼ jZ H j3 by setting two disagreement signals E1 and E2 (either is 1 in case of disagreement). For SWP = 0 only E1 is used to generate the ﬁnal error signal E, whereas for SWP = 1 the ﬁnal error signal E is the OR function of E1 and E2 . The checking part of the M/A unit appears on the right side of Fig. 9. Its most complex circuits are two 8-input residue generators mod 3, that occur in the upper stage of the pipeline, and two 16-input residue generators mod 3 that occur in the lower stage
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Fig. 9. Self-checking M/A unit.



of the pipeline. All other blocks are relatively small at most 4-input circuits. For the unprotected M/A unit, the critical path goes through the 16-bit M/A unit and MUX 4. For the self-checking M/A unit, the critical path goes: (i) in the upper stage of the pipeline, through 8-input residue generator mod 3 and (ii) in the lower stage of the pipeline, through MUX 1 (or MUX 2), 16-input residue generator mod 3, adder mod 3, MUX 5, Comparator 1, and the ﬁnal OR gate. 4.2.2. Self-checking arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) The self-checking ALU, shown in Fig. 10, actually consists of two separate blocks protected using two different methods (for the reasons explained in Section 4.1). The self-checking version of the arithmetic unit uses the residue mod 3 code and is capable of performing 32-bit and 16-bit addition and subtraction (it performs other operations as well, but unprotected). Any fault resulting in an erroneous result differing by any value other than the multiple of 3 is detected by Comparator 1 of residues mod 3 obtained by



two independent circuits. The logic unit is protected using DWC: all the logical operations are performed in parallel by two independent identical blocks. In case of a detectable error (disagreement of the pair of outputs produced), the bit-by-bit Comparator 2 activates the error signal. 4.2.3. Protecting local data memory For protecting the data memory, two additional residue mod 3 check bits are added to each line of memory. The check bits are added before storing the data in data memory, as shown in Fig. 11. If an error signal is received by the conﬁguration controller, the entire data memory is ﬂushed and reconﬁguration is carried out. 5. Complexity evaluation We have considered three versions of the basic DART functional units (M/A and ALU): simple (unprotected), self-checking
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Fig. 10. Self-checking ALU.



using duplication with comparison (DWC), and self-checking using residue code mod 3 (proposed here). All of them were synthesised using Synopsys Design Compiler for the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC) 90 nm technology. Compared to our previous versions from [29], we achieved some area reduction due to simpliﬁcations of some circuits, whereas introducing one extra pipeline stage has allowed us to remove any timing overhead of the residue mod 3 circuitry, which hence does not affect the critical path anymore. To evaluate the area and power consumption penalty imposed due to self-check-



ing, besides simple non-protected versions, we have synthesised both the M/A units and ALUs using our approach and DWC for comparison purposes. In all cases, we have synthesised ﬁve different architectures according to the timing constraints of the unit: for the M/A units the frequency range is from 150 to 350 MHz, whereas for the ALUs it is from 200 up to 1000 MHz. We have made the following three essential synthesis choices:



Table 6 Area comparison of various versions of M/A unit. Frequency (MHz)



150 200 250 300 350



Simple (lm2)



14007 15293 15694 16150 20603



Self-checking (lm2)



Overhead (%)



Residue code



DWC



Residue code



DWC



15688 16950 16793 17782 21697



28662 31055 31643 32659 42143



11.99 10.83 7.00 10.11 5.31



104.62 103.06 101.62 102.22 104.54



Table 7 Power consumption comparison of various versions of M/A unit. Frequency (MHz)



Fig. 11. Self-checking DART cluster.



150 200 250 300 350



Simple (mW)



1.52 2.36 3.46 4.14 6.52



Self-checking (mW)



Overhead (%)



Residue code



DWC



Residue code



DWC



1.90 3.00 3.72 5.09 7.31



2.83 4.37 6.03 8.07 12.58



25.00 27.12 7.51 22.94 12.11



80.18 85.17 74.28 94.92 92.94
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Table 8 Area comparison of various versions of ALU. Frequency (MHz)



200 250 350 500 1000



Simple (lm2)



6106 6419 6364 7760 8925



Self-checking (lm2)



Overhead (%)



Residue code



DWC



Residue code



DWC



8551 8756 8840 9662 10693



13453 14326 14461 17828 19513



40.04 36.41 38.90 24.51 19.81



120.32 123.18 127.23 129.74 118.63



Table 9 Power consumption comparison of various versions of ALU. Frequency (MHz)



200 250 350 500 1000



Simple (mW)



1.19 1.77 1.81 4.40 11.86



Self-checking (mW)



Overhead (%)



Residue code



DWC



Residue code



DWC



1.78 2.32 2.67 5.38 13.69



1.90 2.90 3.14 7.75 19.59



49.58 31.07 47.51 22.27 15.43



59.66 63.84 73.48 76.16 65.17



Fig. 13. Power consumption of M/A units.



1. Separate evaluation of M/A unit and ALU Generally, when a device is synthesised, the same frequency is used for all hardware blocks. In other words, should the whole DART architecture be synthesised, it would have been synthesised with the same timing constraints for all hardware blocks. The reconﬁgurable residue mod 3 circuitry, although tested on DART, was intended for a generic CGRA (which may or may not contain an M/A and/or ALU). Therefore, instead of evaluating the whole DART architecture as a single unit, we decided to evaluate how integration of the residue 3 mod generators may affect M/A and ALU separately. 2. M/A unit and ALU synthesised using different frequencies Several versions of the M/A unit and ALU were synthesised, in each case applying different timing constraints corresponding to different frequencies. As a consequence of different constraints, the synthesis tool selected standard cells which met the time requirements leading to the minimum area consumption. Hence, the actual area/power overheads deviated from theoretically expected linear behaviour. Indeed, choosing the best and/or the worst case results would not have been fair, due to signiﬁcant deviations of the overheads (power consumption: from 7.51% to 27.12% overhead for the M/A unit and from 5.31% to 11.99% overhead for the ALU; area: from 19.81% to



40.04% overhead for the M/A unit and from 15.43% to 49.58% overhead for the ALU). That is why we have shown the results for the entire (nonlinear) operating range. 3. Choice of different frequency intervals We have seen that both the M/A unit and ALU have different frequency operating ranges. On one hand, the synthesis results have revealed that the M/A unit was capable of running at the maximum frequency of 350 MHz. On the other hand, below 150 MHz, there was a negligible difference in the area overhead whereas the power decreased linearly (due to the use of the same standard cells), so the results below 150 MHz would not have had any consequences. As for the ALU, the synthesis results revealed that it was capable of running at the maximum frequency of 1000 MHz. Similarly to the M/A unit, because below 200 MHz, there were no signiﬁcant differences in the area overhead whereas the power decreased linearly, for the sake of uniformity (5 points each), we report the ﬁgures for frequency intervals where differences were found. The ﬁgures reported in Tables 6 and 7 show that the self-checking version of the M/A unit using residue code mod 3 requires very low overhead (from 5% to 12% for area and from 12% to 27% for power consumption), which is signiﬁcantly less compared to its duplicated counterpart DWC. Tables 8 and 9 show that the area and power consumption overhead of the ALU using the combination of the residue code mod 3 and DWC (only to protect logical functions) is larger than for corresponding versions of the M/A unit (from 20% to 40% for area and from 15% to 50% for power consumption), but it is still signiﬁcantly less than for its duplicated counterpart DWC. The gain obtained for the self-checking M/A unit using residue code is more signiﬁcant as expected, because the size of



Fig. 12. Area of M/A units.
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Fig. 14. Area of ALUs.



Fig. 15. Power consumption of ALUs.



the simple M/A unit is signiﬁcantly larger than of its whole residue checking circuitry. Figs. 12–15 showing the area- and power-frequency characteristics of various versions of M/A unit and ALU provide a slightly different perspective on the results obtained. The plots conﬁrm clearly signiﬁcant advantages of the newly proposed self-checking versions using residue code mod 3 over their duplicated counterparts. Besides, using residue code mod 3 could be particularly advantageous to protect reconﬁgurable systems, because in this domain duplication impacts signiﬁcantly not only the data paths alone but also the needs for extra conﬁgurable resources. Moreover, arithmetic components protected using residue code seem particularly well suited for CGRAs, unlike their ﬁnegrained LUT-based counterparts. 6. Conclusion In this paper, we have considered the possibility of design and implementation of low-cost and low power consumption selfchecking computation blocks to provide the coarse-grained reconﬁgurable architecture (CGRA) DART with some fault-tolerance features. Our main goal was to study the viability of using error-detecting codes to protect data paths of a sample CGRA against undetected errors which would reduce hardware and power consumption overhead compared to duplication with comparison (DWC) or triplication methods (TMR) commonly used in all other known CGRAs. We have limited our study to the main computation blocks of the data path part of the DART architecture (multiplication/addition (M/A) unit and arithmetic and logic unit (ALU)) which occupy the major part of the silicon area estate. We have used residue code modulo 3 to protect all its arithmetic units and data memory, whereas the use of duplication with comparison was limited to protect its logic unit (because no simpler technique
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